HOW TO ACCESS ON CANVAS

Accept your invite ASAP!
ACCEPT YOUR RESET CANVAS COURSE INVITATION

Participation in RESET is mandatory. There are two different ways you can accept the invite.

**OPTION 1**
Check your CSUF email for the Canvas course invitation, then click 'GET STARTED'.

**OPTION 2**
Log into your Canvas account and view the RESET course invitation, then click 'ACCEPT'.
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CLICK TO BEGIN

If you are continuing on Academic Notice, you are enrolled in the RESET course for Continued Notice.

If this is your first time or it’s been a little while since you were placed on Academic Notice, you are enrolled in the RESET course for Academic Notice.
COMPLETE TASKS IN ORDER BY THE LISTED DUE DATES

There are assigned weekly tasks for the first five (5) weeks of the semester. Be sure to view all pages in order, and complete weekly learning activities. Tasks will appear "locked" if viewed out of sequence.
**FACT 1**
You are talented and valuable with lots of potential. Everyone needs time to reset every now and then. Finding balance and managing responsibilities is a lifelong task.

**FACT 2**
A registration hold is placed on student records beginning Week 6 if RESET remains incomplete or your college requires a follow-up academic advising session.
RESET FACTS

Good-to-knows

**FACT 3**
Students can access the RESET course all semester long. Registration holds remain on record through the semester until course requirements, including any mandatory college advising, are fully completed.

**FACT 4**
Students are enrolled into the RESET course each semester they experience Academic or Continued Notice, with the exception of students taking a stop-out semester.
Contact your advisor(s) once you’ve completed the Reset course and anytime you have questions or concerns about academic notice.

**Need academic advising?**

You are never alone at CSUF. There is a team of advisors and specialists here to provide you with guidance. Visit success.fullerton.edu to identify your advising support network!
YOU'VE GOT THIS.

Academic Notice is temporary.

Take a deep breath.

Do your best.